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Material: PU

Process: embossed printing

Pattern: Letter A (can be customized)

Model: Apple full series

Three-dimensional letter phone case

Lavender Violet

Hazy Gray

Serene Blue

Olive Green

Caramel Brown

Alphabet pattern, simple atmosphere

Three-dimensional design, concave and convex

Support customization, highlighting style and artistry

Trendy colors, support customization













Three-dimensional down jacket 
phone case

Material: Down material, filling sponge
Process: Embroidery thread craft
Pattern: Classic diamond grid, love heart
Model: Apple full series



The design of the back down cotton
Lined with sponge for a comfortable feel
Light, soft and warm to the touch
Gives more warmth in autumn and winter







Exquisite Girls Light 
Luxury Letter phone case

Apple's main colors: pink, gold and Far Peak Blue

Uniform color of metal bezel, more texture

Transparent letters to show your personality

Material: TPU

Process: IMD

Model: Apple full series



Exquisite Girls Light 
Luxury Letter phone case

Apple's main colors: pink, gold and Far Peak Blue
Uniform color of metal bezel, more texture

Transparent letters to show your personality

Material: TPU

Process: IMD

Model: Apple full series



Material: TPU+PC

Model: Apple full series (including iPhone 14 series), Samsung S22 series

Frosted multi-color gradient
texture visible at a glance



Fashion color matching

Random jelly loose powder 

looks like a starry sky



Metal frame high-end magnetic suction type phone case

All four sides wrapped, no creases
Flocked lining covers to the edges
Protects your phone from the inside out

Model: 
iPhone 12series/13series/14series





Airpods Case



Multi-color design, customizable colors

Small details
but also very careful

Light and thin to the touch 
Not cumbersome, no harm to the machine

Knead without deformation
flat bottom can stand



iPad Case 







Product series





"God's backyard" colorful small 

flower protective case
Material: TPU, PC, Neoprene

Process: IMD, color punching

Model: Apple full series



Stylish, slim, not bulky

Transparent small daisy pattern

Looks cool, fresh and elegant

Make people can't take their eyes off



Geometric Pyramid Protective Cover
Material: TPU

Process: IMD

Model: Apple full series



Geometric Pyramid Protective Cover
Material: TPU

Process: IMD

Model: Apple full series

Geometric texture, classic art
Skin-friendly and light touch, no sweat for a long time
High-grade business, hold the elegance in the palm of your hand

Geometric texture, classic art
Skin-friendly and light touch,
no sweat for a long time
High-grade business, 
hold the elegance in the 
palm of your hand



Watch Strap

Love heart peach flip 
cover phone case

Two card slots
One large card space
Can store bills and cards
Meets daily storage needs



Watch Strap



Watch Strap



Natural resin strap
Resin texture Lightweight and comfortable

Metal buttons Lightweight and luxurious premium

Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM

Craftsmanship: finely carved

Head pattern material. 304 stainless steel powder metallurgy

Watch body material: three beads (acetate)

Connection clasp material: 202 stainless steel

Model. Apple Watch full series



Size: 
38/40/41/42/44/45/49M
M
Material: Nylon
Process: Woven
Model: Apple Watch full series

Woven nylon strap with row of buckles

Nylon weave, soft and durable
Colorful mixed weave, colorful
Scribe buckle design, perfect fit

Each woven single-loop strap features a unique elastic design 

that is comfortable to wear and can be effortlessly removed 

from the wrist or reattached.



Size: 
38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Process: injection molding + glitter
Material: TPU
Model: Apple Watch full series

Sequins + transparent design, matching colors

Rounded wristband edge, won't cut your hand

TPU material, soft touch, comfortable to wear

Full star strap



Size: 38/40/41/42/44/45/49MM
Process: electroplated silver, electroplated black and gray, 
single-color oil spray, electroplated seven colors
Material: 316 stainless steel in the head grain, mesh band 430 
stainless steel
Model: Apple Watch full series

Milanese Loopback Strap
Seamless fit with a "snap"
Precision mesh for a soft, supple fit
Stainless steel, sweat-proof and breathable



All products can be made with internationally certified environmentally friendly materials.
Type of eco-friendly material and eco-friendly ratio support customization



Benefits of customized eco-friendly products

Enhancement of brand image

The use of eco-friendly materials and the development 
of eco-friendly product lines will help to enhance the 
green image of the brand.

Global Recognition

Environmentally friendly materials are supported by 
relevant certificates, gaining global recognition, making 
it easier to enter the international market and attract 
more attention.

TC certificate is shipped with the order

GRS products containing more than 20% recycled raw 
materials can apply for TC trading certificate. TC 
certificate is a strong proof that the product is 
environmentally friendly.

Improve product transparency

Some eco-friendly products, such as GRS products, carry 
GRS labels with standardized content of ingredients and 
recycled materials, satisfying consumers' right to know 
and facilitating their choices.



Sustainable actions will help brands 
get a better return

120%+
Performance of global climate change leaders with +120% increase in market 
valuation over the last 6 years.

2X
Leading sustainability actors are currently performing almost twice as well as 
companies in the same group that are not committed to climate action.

150+
Cooperating Brands
Clients from countries as diverse as the USA, Australia and Japan have worked with 
us to develop sustainable brand strategies.

2,000+
Environmental Product Development
All sustainable and environmentally friendly products support individual 
customisation in terms of materials and environmental proportions.



Some fashion brands that use environmentally 
friendly materials
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Hey! 
We are the manufacturer for smartphone & laptop 
accessories and professional on quick customized 

production solution. 

If you also concern about the customized products, please 
don't miss our ODM service. We believe we can bring 

value to you.
 

Feel free to contact us. 
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